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22-02-2021

CIRCULAR

As per the instructions from JNTUH, all the students of both UG and PG who have completed their course work but could not clear their backlogs are hereby informed to register for internal marks improvement test and one time chance examinations under the criteria given below:

Internal marks improvement test:
The students who secure internal marks less than 14 in UG are only eligible to write the Internal marks improvement test.

One time chance examinations:
The candidates of all courses who completed their course work, double the duration from their date of admission year and having backlogs are eligible to write One time chance examinations.

Internal marks improvement tests will be conducted from 1st April, 2021 tentatively. Detailed schedule will be displayed in college website shortly. Last date for registrations is 20.03.2021. For any further queries, you can contact college exam cell.
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